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About This Game

Try your best to bring the ten minions to the exit of the dungoen, on the road you need to solve several puzlles and face the
threat of kinds of traps

Please Be Careful！
when you gain a S or SS ，you will unlock next stage

Some levels are diffcult, you need to find the best way, try to bring all minions and leave no one behind!
this is my second independent game, I hope you can enjoy it!

if you have more ideas about the game, please tell me and I will try my best to find a way work it out and releas as free update to
other players!

Thank you for support
Oh I forgot to say, the game have beautiful scenes from level 18, if you want to experience more , try hard to reach 18 level

Game Profile:
1. Manipulating ten small people to reach the exit below the scene through frame selection, avoiding the harm of the organs by
planning the route of small people on the road, and striving to reach the exit through the reasonable division of labor of small

people, and obtaining S or above evaluation, we can unlock the next level.
2. Diversified trap design, and in the middle of the game, enhance the scene and organ challenges, using physical mechanisms

such as mass/bearing/gravity/light/track/portal, to solve organ puzzles and find the way to exit.
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Title: TenMinions
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Carlos
Publisher:
Carlos
Release Date: 13 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: win7

Processor: i3

Graphics: 1050

English,Simplified Chinese
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